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ABSTRACT 
The aerodynamics of a missile body were modeled using computational fluid 
dynamics (CFO) teclmiques A multi-block approach was used on a slender body 
and intersecting symmetric thin delta-wing. The CFD process and software were 
examined thoroughly including multi-block grid generation and interpolation, 
iblanking methods 3l1d tlO\·v-solver analysis. CFO results were compared with 
available wind ttmncl data. Two Cartesian free-stream grids, a wing C-grid, a collar 
and body grid were used to model the body/wing geometry_ The wing grid had a 
sharp lip an d sharp le adil1g and trailing edges_ The body/wing intersection was 
represented with the collar grid_ Both a hyperbolic grid generator, HYPGEN and an 
elliptic grid generator, GRJDGEN Vr 9, were evaluated. PEGSUS Vr 4.0 was used 
to compute the iblanking and interpolation stencil, based on th e Chimera overlapping 
grid scheme A single composite mesh was passed to the Navier-Stokes implici t flow-
solver OVERFLOW Vf 1.6ag. Solutions were computed for inviscid and viscous 
flows at different Maeh numbers and inc idence angles. The BaJdwin-Lomax shear 
and boundary layer turbulent models \vere used. Agreement was found between 
published wind twmd daia and the cro solution thus validating the grid generation 
and nowfield so luti on procedllle 
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i. INTRODUCTION 
ihe advent ofsurercompute~s has made possible the nU!"]lerical SDlut ion of the Navier­
Stokes equations applied to complex flows Computational fl'Ji d dynamics (CFD) has been 
used in many aelQnautical configurations of which there are numerous packages available 
Many gri d generat ion packages are also available fOJ geometry and flow -field cefmition 
Creating a computational grid that accurately [epresents the ohject of study 
constitutes most of the effort involved in a CFn analysis, once a su itable flow solver has been 
developed_ The ~Firi ger l e~at i O!I procedure involves defining the soli d geometry of the 
strl:cture to be modeled, creating SUlface meshes thai repIesent the object and filially 
incorporat ing these meshes into a grid hlock structure that encloses the object and 
surrounding fl-ee-strean: space 
Creating a single-block gIid al-ound a complex body while maintaining the I-eqlliled 
grid density and orthogonality is diffIcult Complex structures are often modeled by defining 
several single-block grids that overlap and IOgethcI define the ent ire computational space 
[Ref I] Communication between mu ltip le over-set grids requi res an established protocol 
The Chimel-a ovel--set grid scheme contro ls the overlapping requirements of mult iple blocks 
[Ke f5 2 and 3.1 . The multj -blo~k grid network is then mergeci to form a singJe composite-grid 
that can be used in a single-ordered grid flow solver 
NASA Ames Research Center (ARC) currently use3 and suppons a CFO code 
(OVERFLOW) which has eAlensively modelled the Space Shuttle vehicle aerodynamics [Ref 
41 The J'.<avall'ostgraduate School (Nl-'S) has successfully appEed OVERFLO\V to single­
block grid geometries at vario us fliglll conditions [Ref 5J 0:ASA ARC also applied the 
multi-block analysis to missile configurations [Ref 61- The first attempt at:NPS with multi" 
block analysis was made hy Reuter [ Ref 71 He contributed to the mu lt i-grid analysis of an 
integrated Space Shuttle canard; however, the effons were central ized at 'NASA ARC and 
specific grid generation methodologies were not recorded 
NPS has the resource~ to facilitate significant study in aeronautical CFO methods 
The major obstacle has been a lack of clear understanding of the research software 
capabilities , li mitations and input requirements. The ohJective of this thesis was to clearly 
detine the multi-grid CFD process. To this end, software was evaluated and procedures 
recorded to effectively streamline future efforts 
Mesh generators typically solve either elliptic or hyperbolic partial differential 
equations which determine grid distributions. Both methods have their strengths when 
attempting to build grids around extreme gradients such as those defining a supersonic thin 
airfoil A sLlccessfiJI grid protcdure was developed to model the ilow around a thin, 
symmetric delta-wing intersecting a miss ile sha!Jed body The grid requirements around sharp 
leading and trailing edges. sharp wing tips and extreme concave winglbody intcrsettions were 
al~o investigated 
II. M ULTl-GRlD GENERATJO;'ll 
A. OVERVIE\V 
The mu lt i-grid approach can be accomplished by defin ing each grid such that they 
have a common boundary of abutting blocks or an overlapping grid structure The abutting 
grids r:eed not necesSiui ly have point-to-point correspondence. The overlapping method is 
called the Chimera scheme and is supported by the flow solver OVERFLO\V (Ref 4J The 
Chimera scheme will be referred to i:1 the rest of this thesis 
The grid generation software used to create the multi-grid representation wing/body 
model was GRIOGEN Version 9 [Ref S) and HYPGEN Vers:o:] 1,3 [Ref 9] The Chimera 
overlapping scheme handles grid genr:ration around complex aerodynamic shapes_ One large 
ir. trirat'" grid is replaced by several simpler grids, each represenling components of the 
complete configuration. Communication between meshes is coordinated by PEGSUS [Ref 
10) which ploduces an interpolation file used by OVERfLOW 
A CFD ana lysi s i~ an iterative process as depicted by the flowchart in Figure I 
Ingenuity of grid design is often requireci when modelling complex geometries Once the 
grids have been developcrL either by HYPGEN or GlUDGEN, PEGSUS Geterr:1ines the 
in erpolation stencil based on an inp'.!t file A successful interpolation map and input file, 
desr:nbing initia! bounda!;.' conditions, are used by the fiow solver. Desired output flom 
PEGS US and OVERFLOW are achi eved hy successive grid refinernem and accurate input 

Figure I C'FD Procedure Flow Ch<lrt 

B. 	 GR(J)GEN SOFTWA RE DESCRIPTION 
GR IDG EN Ovt"n'it"w 
GRIDGEN is an irn eract ivt~ code used to gr:rl(:rale three-dimensional grids arOllnd 
defined blocks. It can dismbute grid POi:1lS 0:1 curves, irl!tialize and refine. 
',':r id POllllS on surtace.s and iniualize voiUlne grid points. GRlDGEN \/ersion 9, sponsored 
by :JASA A.me.s Rest~arch Center and dcvclojJr:d by COTn jJUl.e r Sciences CorpOI"ation, was 
writl~ rl using the Silicon Graphics Iris GL graphics library arld runs on Silicon Graphics 4D 
Series and 1B.~1 RS/6000 Series workstations [Ref 8J 
GRIDGEN is r,ot a CO lllpllter aided d~slg[l (CAD) package and as slich does not have 
the toois to define complex georrl(":lri~s but can generate simple three-dimensionai and most 
Iwo -dimensiYlal The first step in grid gC:ler2.t ion is 10 either dr;nv the object in a 
CAD package wd import it into GR1DG EN or generate the required shapes directly . The 
only pUll:ose of the CAD surface generalion is to defi ne the object and this usuaily ha, no 
relationship to tile gl'id topology or quantity of gr id poi nts 
2. Grid Gent"rat ion J)ro(e~s 
Creating a volume 5~id in GRlDGEN I'equires fo llO\ving 2. set of successive 
sleps tflat inclwle 
boundal'ies of the 	 hy a series of continuous 
grid poi:1ts and disni buted 
Figure 2 shows the relationship between the physical grid block generated in 
GlUDGEN and its equivalent computational block 
,L - collt(olpoint . ~~III--~ . 00"""''' 
3. Computati()nal Block b. Pbr , ;cal Block 
F'igurt' 2 . Relationship Between Computational and Physical Blocks 
Conllector Dewripfioll 
COJUlector; consist arl ine and curve segments that form the outer boundary 
,tnJGture of the grid Each connector begin~ and end3 with a control floiut and may consist 
of several sub-connectors 
Segments within a con nector are dimensioned and grid POilllS are d!striOllt (~ J 
along the st:gmenl. Grid POlilt locations are conlr:Jlled by geomdric:Jr linear dis tribut ion 
fu nct lo ns_Specific conlrols are avai lable to dir:tM.e exact grid point sPJcirg parameters 
h. D(Jllwin Description 
A domain is a sm-face mesh ddined by four edges Each edge con~isls of one 
or more connectors Joined tilrough control pOlnls_ The Cjuantity of grid roi nts on each edge 
forming a aon:ain must match oppositt: edge. Thele art: no limits on tile size of tile 
dOll1a:ns: however, the domain shape will affer.! the contours of tile fina l v:Jlu!Tlc grid 
Smoothing the domains prov;dcs ~ [nethod of mod ifying !nteJ ior grid point 
locMions GRJDGEN autematically uses an algebraic transfinite inlerpo lation (Tn) Inethod 
of smoothing the generated domains. Several algebraic sJlloolhing routines were available 
which were best applied to Canesian lyre domain~ or domains shaped similarly to a body of 
Ievolutlon. r'o:nains which were created and confined to the s!-Jape of a CAD database could 
a lso be smoothed algebraically_ An ellipt ic smoot he, wa~ alse availab le pM1iwlarly for 
domains with areas of high gradients Effective smoothing helpiCd ensu~e a gradual transition 
of grid spacing and varying aSgecl ratio in high curvature areas such as wing leading edges 
or rriss ile nose section., Centrol over the shape at the bou ndaries was effected by ap?lying 
edge constraints 
Bluck DescripTioll 
Blocks we[-e defined by six faces: each cor:lpose-d of one 0[- more domains 
rhe fa.:.:e provi::led suff.cient boundary conditions to initialize interior grid points. Each block 
wa s its own individual volume grid and wh en combined formed a multi-b lock grid 
Blocks 'were smoothed using the default algebraic TFl method_ however these 
could have heen smOOthed elliptically using GIUDGEN3D. a soEware program external to 
GRTOGLN GRlDGE"J would pl-oduce an initia l estimate of the required input file for 
GR1DGE)i3D: however. specitlc boundary conditions constralning the clhptic smoothing 
routines had to be entered 
C. HYPGF.N SOFTWARE DE.SCRU'TION 
HYl'GEN was a NASA ARC code used to grow a three-dimensional glid trom a user­
supplied surface grid . HVPGEN solved the three-dimensional hyperboli!.: equations, which 
we[-e two or1hogonali ty relations and one cell volume constraint [Ref 9J 
GRlDGEN wa.' used 10 produce the surface grid defi:ling the object. The volume grid 
was then grown by marching away flom th" body (in the L di rection in a J,K.L grid indexing 
.,ystem) accord ing to the boundary conditions >pecified in th" user input file, Th" user 
controlled parameters included the initial sp~.cing away from the surface, ~trctching 
constraints, J anti K boundary conditions includ ing symmct;-y and p"riod icity and smoothing 
controls 
HYPGEi\ iwrforrr,co g rid quali ty checks every time a grid was generated . The first 
and most str.ngen, test was the rel l voluonc computat io n by tctr<1-hcdron (kc:oonpositiotL The 
second was a lacobian computation Ilsing the same aigorithm as in O\fERFLOW Th er-efore 
ira grid passed the Jacobian te"t it would pass the initia l test in the flew' solver: if it f:"li led the 
fi rst test the g rid was probably distoJ1ed and accuracy would be degraded [Ref 91 
D. PEGSl'S SOFnVAJ{E DESCRlPTION 
PEGS lJS , developed by the A,rnold Development Center (AEDC) 
facilitated the Jllulti.gri d approach to CI'D modeling It produced a composite mesh fil ~, 
which was a concat enation of all the grid s. Also generated was an intel-polation iile. which 
associated al l interpolated boundalY point s in the composite mesh with mesh points that 
supplied the interpo!<\ted How-field values 
IVlodeiing a complex geoilldry with Jllult iple g rids would yield vary'ing degrees oi 
overiap Redundant g rid points wer e identifi ed as either hoh: points or interroiation 
bounda ry po irlts and the remainder were fi eld points PEGS US identi fied and labeled all th e 
grid poims in ar; IBLA~'\fK fi le that \V(~le passed to the flow solver . Hole and interpolation 
po i n t~ (IBLANK = 0) were excluded from the c:omplltational domain or updated by 
imcrpo ial ion . Field points (!BLANK = I) were updated by the solution algorit hm and 
associated boundary conditions 
PEGS US provided several methods ofidenlifying hole points within a grid Defming 
surfaces within a gri d topology identify the hole boundaries Grid points endosed by the 
outer boundary or the accompanying mesh and the hole boundary formed the intcrpoiation 
region \Vhen insufficient points were available to form a satisfactory !nterpolation stend, 
the g ri d point was lab eled an orphan point Orphan points were eli minated by ensuring 
adequate grid overlap at the boundMies 
E. OVERFLOW SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION 
OVEltFLO'vV is an implicit flow-solver wh ich \vas writtcn and dcveloped at NASA 
ARC The code solved the ReynoldS-Averaged Navier Stokes eq~lations in strong 
conservat ive form, and used the grid blanking information from PEGSUS and the initial 
boundary conditions to compute the flow solution. User controlled parameters included 
basic flow properties such as the angle-of-attack, sideslip angle, Reynolds 
number, free- stream Mach number: 
variat ions in the properties of the rat ios of specific heats ('Y) 





to symmetry planes, outer grid boundari es, solid 
~lIrfaces, 
10 
1II . SLENDER-BODY ANALYSIS 
OVE RVIEW 
Completing the flow analysis around a simple slender·body ~rov i ded 2n efficient 
mea ns of learning the intricacies of grid generation ;:nd flow so lution in a mCllt i-block grid 
system A number of go;:ls were establ ished prior to commencement They were 
I validate and becom~ efficient with Ihe grid generation loutines, 
deterrnine the intelactions betweell software plograms investigating comp;:t ibility 
issues off:le types and platforms 
demonstrate a \la lid two-grid Chimera solClt ion using PEGS US and 
OVERFLOW 
PEGSUS and OVERFLOW code instal!ations on the eRAY Y-\lIP EL9S were 
validated Supplied with the O\lERFLOW code were HYPGEN exam pies of ,,',ing/bo dy 
lJ1ulti-b l o~k gl ids , PEGS US input fi le'> and Ov'"ERFLOW input iil es How solutions were 
successhll!y computo:d with the examples provided The procedure identifo ed problems in t!-te 
limits p!aced on dimensioned variables set 011 cOlr.pilatton, difTer e:l:es between SOft \NUC 
version requjremel1t~ and nus U.i\'JX a<:l d eR.A Y UNIX fi le compat,bility. Dimension limits 
were reset , .;;oftware recompiled and software version compatibi lity established 
B. GEOMETRY DEFI.:'ollTTON 
DiCfinition of the slender-·Dody W'lS dor.e \ls~ng AutoCAD thoClgh the shape wag simple 
er lollgh to be 3e~era(ed direcl iy ill GRIDGEN The dimensions for the body were taken fro m 
the experimental invcst:gation [Ref I I J The IGES format AutoCAD file was imported into 
GRIDGEN as a database emity. Additional information on acceptable database types are 
located in chapter 3.3.6 oflne GRlDGEN uSer JJlanual [Ref S] 
Tne slender-body \vas symmetric in the Y -plane tnerefore only half the body was 
modeled The fore-body and aft-body were fit to the following polynomials 
0.5"(I _{(x_2)/2) H4 ) arid 0 5*(I-{(x-8 05)/2}P4) respectively, The body was 10.05 units 
in length and I uni t wide, Figure:> details the relative dimensions of the slender-body and 







Figure j Solid Body Dimensions 
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C. GRID GENERATION 
Two overlapping grids were reqL:ired to map the :1 0'1.' field arou nd the body A dellse 
illiler grid enclosing the ~lender -uody defined the viscous surface, the bOClnM ry layer and 
sllrrou nding flow extendi llg three body diCl.meters frOI11 the su rfa ce The frce -strcmr. flow 
beyond the body grid WlS represented by a coarse Cartesian g rin 
Body Grid 
Gri d generati on around the body included defini ng the surface grid, uui:ding the 
volume grid n-amework with conneetOIs defining thf: do:nains and compiling the block wit h 
GRIDGEN_ The ~urface grid was gene r~ted using an a!gebraic-polar smoothing routine wh ich 
treated the geometry as a body of revol ut ion The blue conn~c tor lines, displayed in Figure 
4_ fom led the vo!ume grid fiamework alld included two ._tings along the X-axis aheari of and 
behi01d the s!e'lder body The right-handed grid (5 1 x 51) x 35) extended three bocty ri iameters 
in ali directions Grid lines with increasing J indices ran the length of the !.Jody, grid Ji.ws wi th 
increasrr.g K in dices rail around the body fwm bottom to top and gri rl lines normal to the 
surface had increasing L indices Grid points were clustered about the nose and taiL Gr-id 
cel ls WIth a unit ::spect r::t io were des ired in high gradient regions_ Initial node grid spacing 
along tr.e body of 0 0025 was incre::sed geometrically to 0 S thrOllgh lhe mid section Grid 
aspect ratio g ro\.\"h w::s limited to twenty percent increments 
FiguI'e 4. Fore-body Grid Spacing 
The gIid WilS generated away !Tom Ihe body with an init ial spacing ofU OOG6 and t hen 
s: lloothed ellipticaily . figure 5 shows t he grid 'racing around the fore body_ Clustering o f 
planes wlthill t he boundary layer wh ;1:; mainta in irlg o rthogona li ty aio:1g the sol id 
bOlllldar ies were requisite for accurate viscous solutions 
14 
1. Outer C:lrlesi :HI Grid 
A 50 x 30 x 2 \ CnJt6i nn grict which extended tl ll-ee body le ngths in al l directiO I\s, 
en r:;l (>s~d the slender-bod y gr-id The grids were cOl lce n!r-ic in the XZ pl ane with a comillon 
Y - sym;ndry plane (L ~ I) Regio ns o fC altesian gl iJ clu st~ r ing wer~ centered about the 
15 

(lul _" plal1e "r'liIe body grid (L '" _,5) III C'lstlre sutliciclll overlap ill Ihe inleq)(llal ion region 
r he l.:onl'O, 10t'y-:;nd "hilile creared (1\Crlilpplllg d l~llcu lt ie~ re\lui r ing several iteral io ns to 
I' ~III<: r, tlr~ l l lilYs Ih<: llve rl apping st rl,elurt o r'rhe grids with the J indexing from Id! to right, 
I..: li lIes n' II 110m hp(!(lill t (1 tllp " nd L lines ,I wa)' 110111 the Y -symmetry 1)i;IIlC The ilTegu lal" 
'111-,HoI 1<"'_ i') II\ 111 Iht; (':III..:siill1 ::,\,id IH!I,'~) result "rill..: ['F(jSt 'S h l allk i l1~ 
Fi~"n' (, CartesiiiO ililO Slender nod)' Overt;rpri l1g ( i rid Slnlcllln; 
16 

3. SymmelI)' Plan!'" Addition 
The OVERfLOW' solver requi red the fi rst plane beyond the symmetry plane bl; 
pro vided when utilizing the symmctry boundar::.' cond ition. The sle~ider-body grid K,,;, = I 
and 1<",",-, = 59 planes ani! the Cartesian l.,,,, = 1 plane deiined the Y constar.t symmetry plane 
New Kc, ,,, K""" ~JlIi Lou" planes extending one grid sracing beyond the symmetl)' plane ,"vere 
GRlDED: II Ni\SA Ames grid m? nipulation software package. The 
i!. n:ended gri d sizes were 51 x 61 x 35 for t!-Je slerlder-oody grid and 50 x 3:1 x 22 for th e 
Cartesian g~d 
U. )'EGSllS rBLANK PROCEDURE 
Tile outer-boundar)! of thf sknder body was erd osed by the Cartesian grid, except 
for t.hl; coinci dent Y-symmetry pla nt': Informa tion passed between the grids using the 
protocol dicta(ed in the interpo lJl ion stcllci ] Redundant grid points were loc<'-led in the 
overl apping region enclosed by the skndcr-body The PFGSUS input fi le contained the 
locations of the slender-bo dy l:oundaries and the ooints to be blanked out ill !h~ Cartesian 
grid . The icput fi le is mtached as Appelldix A and is arlnotated \.vith co:nmems describing the 
ind iVIdu al parameters 
flOllntbry Definition s 
Scve ~~1 options were avaii<'-b le to hel p ddir:e the blank e~ 0 :- holed Olll regiolls wit hi!1 





The o uter lJOu ndary 0[' tne enclo~ed mesh defi lled the J, !( , L 
cuord i:lJte syi tel1l to ddi ll e til" ourfi!ces Olle 01 lI\on~ s\lrj'l(;e~ fmmed an outer boundilly 
Only the through wh ich anotilel- gl-id would II1tO!ll lillion in tile 
UJnl [J Clt ~~ ( i 0 I1 ~ 1 ctoillain was i llclurid ,U C! ll oute r bounciR IY 
f igllre 7 shows t he red outer boundary fo r- the slender-body 
lnfo nnation PJsscd di rectly through th is Slilfacc to lhe r ;l.11<:sian grid TLe outer boundC!IY 
usillg t ile si ngle I "'" surface 




The hole boundary defined the begirmillg orthe hole-out region Every hole 
bounuary included a normal vector which was defined to point away frmn the holed-aU! 
region Areas corrunon to al l specified surfflces and their normals were holed The potential 
haie-out area spe611ed with an open region e;>.1ended infinitely. The closing or the ,egion was 
accomplished witn intersect ing su,faces Figure 8 shows areas identified for holing using 
open and closed formats 
The blue surface in FigllJe 7 (L=J3) was the ho le boundary The normal 
pointed in the positive L di rect:on and idenTified tile hole boundary 
Figu'"e 8 Refl n:semation of Closed and Open Hole Boundary Deilnitions 
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2. Orphan J'oint Elimination 
Elimination of orplmn points was an iterat ive process It was important to fully 
comprehend what created an orphan po int and to determine the best method of elimination 
of these points 
Interpolation Stencil Requirements 
Each mesh in the multi-block system received informatio n from adjacent 
meshes through its outer boundary or hole boundary. A user-defined priority list 
predetemuned which meshes could communicate with each other. Th ese linked meshes were 
donor me.,hes and plovided the interpolation stencils for the boundary points. A va lid 
interpolation stencil required none of the donor mesh grid points be a hole or boundary point 
Coincidl:nt grid points formed a valid stencil ifthey were neither hole nor boundary po ims 
Figure 9 shows the relation bet\.\,'een val id and invalid stencils, Points A and B have a hole 
boundary point \'\<lthin the stencil making it inval id , point C is valid since it is coincident with 
a comer point of the donor mesh and point D has a valid stencil 
Holc Poin! 7 
§ \~ 
liigure 9. Valid and Invalid Interpolat ion Stenciis [Ref IOJ 
Eliminatioll Techniques 
PEGS US produ ced an output file which identified the quality of the 
interp.;I'Ition stencils it was able to ge)lel ate The orphan points WCIC tabulated and i dentifi~d 
by location and mesh Grid viewing tools such as FAST [Ref 12] and PLOTiD [Rer 131 
were user! to plot the hole and outer boundaries of the meshes against the orphan points 
Inspection revealed insufficient overlap in these legions The planes of the donor mesh, 
enclosillg the orphans, were recorded which allow~d exact grid modifications 
21 
?EGSUS providt:d controls for the tl-anslation and rotation of meshes through 
a global assignment in the input file (st:e Appt:ndix A). Limited orphan points cou ld be 
el iminated quickly hy ~hift ing the donor mesh w providt: the required ovt:rlap Care had to 
he taken to retain the symmetry planes and solid body orientations 
T he most efficient method of ensuring adequate overlap was by selective 
placement of grid points during initial grid generation The inner hody grid was first 
constructed with a set density and outer boundaries_ The Cartesian grid required at least twO 
points ber-veen the curved outer-body boundary and hole boundary_ GRIDGEN was used 
to record the X,Y,Z location of the body boundary extremes which induded the fore and ali 
apexes and the mid-body Cartesian-grid control points were placed at the recorded 
locations and subseqllem spacing set to ensure overlap 
E. OVERfLOW ANALYSIS 
The fiow analysis over the slender-body was computed first with an inviscid Euler 
analysis and then a viscous thin-layer Navier-Stokes analysis. This approach provided 
immediate feedback on the symmetry of the grid and validity of the input file boundary 
conditions The OVERFLOW input file for the viscous solution is attached as Appendix B 
Input Conditions 
The Euler and Navier-Stokes solutions were initiated by treating the body surface as 
either an inviscid or viscous adiabatic wall The frcc-stream flow wa.s initia lized at a Mach 
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number of 0.8 and a Reynold's number of 1. 67 xlO'_ These were applied to the Cartesian 
outer boundaries. Symmetry boundary condition was applied to the XZ plane and axi­
symmetry w~s applied to the body st~ngs 
The ARC3D diagonal scheme was chosen as the solution method . This was the 
fastest sch(~me in per-iteration CPU time and typical ly the most robust A time step of one and 
minimum CFL of zero were in:t ially selected A unit time step should i;e tried init ially then 
reduced until the solution shows some form of convergence [Ref 14) 
2. Results 
OVERFLOW produced a solution file, q.save, a residual file, res,dO/II, and a force 
a~ld moment tile.fnmo_oul, which were required to evaluate the CFD model. Two restar';s 
oflhe solution file were run using iterations of 150 and 3000 . The solu~ion was checked for 
convergence hy ensuring the residual (01 L, norms) of the density had decreased by at leas! 
two orders of magnitude. Symmetry was checked by ploning the lift coefticient whicn was 
negligible at zero degrees angl e-oi~attack_ MATLAR scrip, fi les, written to quick ly plot the 
residu~1 and force and moment values at ciu;h iteration, ?ore attached 1IS Appendix C Figure 
l Ois the MA l 'LAB plot of tile L, norm of the density for the viscous solutio n 
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ResiduHls for Density LZ Nonn 
Viscous Boundary Conditions 
Mach", 0.8 AOA ", 0 deg10'1 
.'. ~ 10,1 
LJ 
110 \ 
2000 3000 4000 5000 [telallOllS 
Fi gure IU. Density Residual L/ Norlll for lheViscous Sler;der- Body flowti eld Solulio l1 
I [ , pr-olkced using FAST [Rr:f 12] , shows rhe M,lcli conto ,ll;; amu tlCl the 
s!ell d(~ r-- b oc1y SY!11mt!IY of the ~o ! utiol1 i ~ evident in th~ CQlltollt-S which were plotted 0 [1 the 
X7 1)lal1~_ Iv'hlximlllll tl ow m:cr;icrat iOIl OCClm (xi , 2xpected, ov~r the for~body (tl ow trom 
left to l ight) Tan, ent ial i l1v lscid 110w at the so lid bound aries was v<:rified by p l ottin~ t he 
veloc ity vectors 
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IV. BODY AND WING ANALYSIS 
A. OVERVIEW 
The slender-body solution procedure was expanded to include a symmetric delta­
wlng. as displayed in Figure:; Five grids totalling over a mil lion grid points were required 
to model the tlmvfie!d. The slender-body grid was compressed and regenei'ated. a C-grid was 
used around the wing, the wing/body junction required a collar grid and two Cartesian grids 
completed the structure 
SIc'>'eral combinations of wing/body grids were attempted. The objective was to obtain 
a flexib le procedure which would allow the interchange of grid meshes. The resulting grid 
method allowed for changing wing geometries with a limited amount of complementary 
changes to the Cal1esian and body grids 
Figure 12 shows seb.:ted surfaces of the wing/body multi-block grid scheme. The 
green outer Cal1esian grid displays the extended plane beyond symmetry required by 
OVERFLOW The body and red inner Cat1esian grid were extended in a similar manner 
The Chimera overlapping is apparent in the two Cal1esian grids and the body/collar/wing 
suriace grids Tile holed out region of the inner Cartesian grid surrounds the body surface 
grid 
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8" GRID Gr NERAT ION 
Both GRlll(,EN (lnct IIYPGEN wel"e lIs~d to generate gl"icts HYPGEK provicted (In 
cI~i clellt method of bui ldillg i~ vo iul:le grid i\ ~lL rtice grid when the tlnitl "vOllllllC shape 




The body grid was compressed ami dimensions were decreased to 9 1 The 
K points were halved as the volume was mareked out 0,5 dia'lleters viet': J diameters The 
surface grid was generated in GRlDGEN and HYl'GEN was used to march out the volume 
grid, The HYTlGEN input file specified the initial and final grid spacing, J and K hou r,d ary 
<.:onditions, the marching distance and lhe smoothing parameters The least amount of 
smoothing whil e ensuring positive volurll6 and Jacohian,; produced lhe best grid 
2. Wing Grid 
A 249 K 40 x 30 C-g:-id, generated in GRlDGEi\, was used to defir.e the delta wing 
which had an aspect ratio of23 1. a thickness ratio of005 and leading edge sweep of60 
degrees, The exit planes of the grid were extended thirty-five points aft or the trailing edge 
to account for th~ wake region The wing grid extended through the body and ori ginated at 
the Y-symmetrypJane 
figure 13 shows the wing grid profile The wing L grid points were stretched OUt 
geometrically with an initial spacing of SO xlO \ to a height 01'0 ,3 diameters, The outer 
hou ndary was kept within the slender-hody's ~olid surface to ac<.:ornmodate the coilar grid 
overlap region The delta-wing had a node representing the sharp tip This region hecame 
very den se with converging grid planes creating large aspeo rat.ios for the ilmer llIost 
volu mes It wa,; necessary to keep the initial spacing in the L direction as 'well as t.he trailing 
edge sranwise spacing tight 
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Fi gure iJ . Will); 249 x dO X 30 C-G rid 
J . Collnr G rid 
The co llar grid provided ;j. smoot h (Ini! efl¢clive means of cor:1I) \1I !l!calio ll bnween the 
portions ot' the 
CO LLAR gcnemtio r\ routi nes written by Chill and Chan of NASA. Arne> [Ref 15] T he 
fo ll owing pm ccliure was used to Clea\e t he col lal- g l-id 
I c reate til..: illte rsecting li ne between the wing ~l1d body: 

2 
 create the surface of the collal- wildl was coirKident with t he body SUlla cc, 

Cl"eate the surface cfthc collal which was coincident with the wing surface; 
4 concaten~te the two sllrface halves to create a tOtal surface col lar grid~ and 
5 march the grid in the L di rec tion away from the \ving/body junction using 
HYT'GFN 
The 'UNIX Make r ile' attached in Appendix D CO[lt ai ns the commands to generate 
a COUM grid using the COLLAR routine Copies of the [lc[",essary input fil es are also included 
rt'ingl8otly /nter.~ectjnf.: Line 
The intersecting line was created using the COLLAR routine option one 
(create an intersecting line) The J grid lines of the wing were selected ~s I:le intersecting 
index which ensured 249 intersection points 
B(J(~v Conforming Coli,,, Surface 
Option n.\'o of the COLLAR routine generated a confolming surface grid from 
the intersection line and the shape of the body, An input fi le was required which specitied the 
gri d spacing, marching distance and smoothing parameters, Smoothing the surface gri d 
became a trade-off between orthogonillity of grid lines in the wake region and smooth 
round ing about the sharp leading edge of the intersection line. Figure i4 was the be~t 
obta~nablc output. The sharp leading edge volumes were skewed and it was necessary to 
move several of the grid points manually in GRIDG£N to correct the problem Figure I ') 
shows th~ ~orrected Ic?ding edge portion of the body collar grid 
3 ! 
Fig ure t 4 COLLAR Routine Output of the Body Conforming Collar Grid 
Fi\!"re \:; Manually Corrected Grid Pint s on the Body Conforming Collar Grid 
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Wi,,;: ClIlIlormillJ.: C"flflr Slfr/ ilt't: 
r l1c Se80lld llilirof tlle collar smface gI-id was ',enerated in GRI D CiEN, T he 
COl ,LA..R routine option thr::e co uld cont()[ITlillg grid or1 however 
tlw si l, t.c hi ng methods lI sed did no, handk hig hly "v,ept pia:, forms sat ist;lCtu l-i iy [jgLlI-e 16 
the Jesuit of th e COLLAR routint: Note the difference:n stre tching distance.> o n the 
and m' il ing edges The COLLAR rO,ltllle i [] ~ ut ti le gave rn i n i ll1 ~1 control over the 
slHlpe whie:, rcsuhcd in t he skewed tol im surtilce gl id G lowing a col lar vo lume 
(mill the skewed SU I thee g l- id was no t i-loss iiJ le 
Figlll"(' 16 T he Skewed COLL AR Routine O utput or the \Ving Conforming Co lla I 
J3 

The GRIDGEN ilpPI 02c1i piod llced an excel lent wing colLII- half The 

i n le\ ~e c(iD [1 line was t'ead illlO GRIDGEN ilS a Ce ll<'ector tJ-en wh ich a fLl 11wing su dace. 249 

I . Wi\Sgenerated GRIDED IVilS rll ell a subset of the wing, 249 x 22 

The now the dtsil ed sh?Jle of (ile seco:lci collilj hil if. Figure 17 

$1\OW5 the ctsults oj'the (,RIDGEt< 1l 1ethod ofprodllcing (ile wing conforming co lli\! sllrface 
coil:cidu ll the willg grid Si;11p iitied the 




,L Surface Grid Concatenarion 
The body and wing coJar halves were concatenated using GR1LJEI) It \vas 
to ensure lhe J and K gnc lines ran in similar directions to :,'ield a righl"hanlllCd 
COlllinuo:Js cullar ~urfilce grid 
Volume Grid Generation 
HVPGEN used to march the collar grid 0 6 diameter-, from the 
i'nefillaJ collar grid dimension w~s 249 x 41 The colJar grid ou:er boundary had 
to extend heyond oo:h ou:er b():mdaries ()f the and body. The "harp Concavl': 
in:ep;ection recuired illi:ial gr:d spacing of 1 0 to l':l1sure a <;111001h growth. i\ 
"IlJoothillg ex):'ollent offive was nece~sar)! to handle grllv"th around the sharp leading edge 
The ~moolhing exponent \vas most stron.~ly affeced by the number ofL gl-id planes and Ihl~ 
iaitial grid spacing It was essential th~t, durillg ;:onstnlctiOI1 of the wlhr surface halves, thlO 
first grid sraclIlg aWe;\' {iorn the ir:telsecfonine was eqU(tl Failure to do 
Jed to unequal grow~h at the i:~tersection line resulting in 
F:gure 1 ~ shows the collar and ",,'mg grid outer houndaries ,,,hich en"ured the grow-til of llll: 
I:ollar bOo-yond the ollter bO'Jndary' oCthe ',\ling 

f<igu rc IS. The Outer Boundaries o f the Wing and Collar (I ,·ids 
4. C:lrlesinnGdtls 
The wil lg, body and co llal" grids were endosed by an inner Cancsi~11 grid , 100 x: 50 
x ()('. which was enclosed by a second ou ter Cartes ian gl-id , 60 x 50 x J I. Both grids had a 
COl111llon Y-sY lll llletlY pl;me whi ch was ex le nded one L grid ;>Iane Llsing GRlDED The inner 




C. pv.GSUS IBLANK PROCEDURE 
The iillanking procedure ninno! change from the two grid model: however, it WitS 
more complex to I'."nsure sufficient overlap oftbe five grids The wing and bo dy grins created 
holes in each other l!nd the inner Cartesian grid. A void was left that was tilled by the collar 
grid. The coll ar grid formeo the solid boundary ohhe wing-body intcrsenion 
rolanking difficulties were greatest l!found the ollter boundaries ohhe convex body 
the swcpt convex leading edge and the convex/concave collar. Repositioning of points on 
the C~rtesian grid eliminated most orphan points. Also moving the hole boundaries inward 
one plane increased the overlap which fimher reduced the orphan points; however, there were 
then more rl'."nundant points to be co:nputed and an increase in CPU time wou ld be expected 
fhe PEGSUS input file is attached in Appendix A 
D. OVERFLOW ANALVSIS 
The composite grid with iblank information and interpol?ticn stencils along with the 
iliput fi le were used by OVERFLOW to <.:omputc both inviscid and viscous solutions. The 
inviseid solution provided confidence in the selected boundary conditions and symmetry of 
the grid . A selected OVERfLOW input fiJe for the viscous model is attached in Appencix B 
Only the VISCOUS solutions will be presented 
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Boundary Conditions 
The body, wing and collar solid surlhces were treated as viscous adiabati!; walls Both 
the wing and collar wake regions were assigned the C-grid tlow-th!-OlJ gh boundary conditions 
Only one side of the wake region was .>pecifled in the input file but this was applied equally 
to both sides The free · stream characteristic condition was applied to the outer Cartesian 
grid This imposed free-stream !;o ndition~, then applied 1.he supersoni c/subsonic 
inflow/outflow condition, holding pressure fixed for subsonic outflow and applying a 
characteristic conditi on for subsonic inflow [Ref. 141 Symmetry boundary conditions were 
applied to the two Cartesian grids and the body grid on the XZ plane 
2. Turbulence Modeling 
The Baldwin-Lomax algebraic models were llsed to compute the turbulent eddy 
viscosity witlun the flowfield. Both models searched for a maximum ofa turbulence fu nction 
F(y), dependant on local vorticity. whi!;h was denoted a~ F",,,,, lRefs. J4 and \6]. Regions 
were specified to contain the search for F",,-, A limiting value called the Uegani-Schiff cutoff 
was implemented which stoped the search for F mn when F(y) droped below the product of 
the cutoff and the current ['tIl""- The cutoff was speciiied via the TLPARI parameter in the 
input file 
Baldwin-Lomax Boundary Layer ,Hodel 
The standard model. option I, was applied to the wall bounded regions This 
model was the easiest to use as no extra equations were solved for which convergence had 
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I TO be: 1l1()~lito~"d The selpc:ted tllrblll~nt wall regiuns were the hudy, .ving ~.nd collar L ­
The: J ,~lld K ;;laIl <:nd end parameters CJTLS/T ant'. KTLSiF) specJied Ill:: buunds 
Uflh:: waU rl':g:on A Degani-Sehiff cutoff of3D% _ TLPA.Rl =0.3, ..vas applied a~ .';uggested 
.vhen .'>epamtiun inlhe gh::ar lityer was not impol'tant [Ref :4] 
h. Baldwin-Lomax Shear Lara ,Hodel 
lhe she.ar layer model. option _L was applied tc vvake regiOIE rhe: lTDIR 
parameter ~pecified lhe L direction perpf.ndicular to the sheal a.nd the JTL5/E ell' 
idenl:tled the-: rCJ;~ion for "... bch th~ shear layer model set the turbulent rh(' 
shear-byer model was applied l;1 Lhe wake region of the wing and colll!.i' grids "J;I DegM1.i-
Schiff cutoff applied, TLPi\R:= -I sU2,gestd for the st~nd~rd B~i.dwin-Lomax: 
m()del [Rl':f 1<1] The she<:r layer formulation is fu~hcr ex:pbined in Appendix (r of Referl':[ll:1': 
jL: 
3. Results 
Validation oflhe quality oCthe wing.iboJy grid ~cheme and tlow-solver \vas done: by 
cOlliparing the results wid~ e:xj)crimenta: wind tllnn(~l data for a simiiar ,:,,(~ollletry. Oelkler, 
Hcrgmann and IIummei completed sllch [Ref II) with thirty pressure tap 
locat ions along the :'ody and Results includin¥ lift coetiicients and IXI':SSllrl': 
coe:ticien:s were publi~hed fUr V<iriOll~ angk~-ofattack (AO/\) and sideslip ;:;t a tj-ee-stream 
v~ach nurr'.:'er of 0::; Comp2.rison~ were performed between computed and experimental 
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results for zero sideslip and AOAs of 0°. g 7° and )9J" The streamwise viscous terms in 
(he J direction were turned off for 0" and 8.7" where separation was unlikely and turned on 
for 191° AOA solution The OVERFLOW parameters thai were varied to produce a 
converged solution are Ii~ted in Tahle I 
OVERFLOW o deg 8.7 deg 19.3 deg 
Parameters 
Iterations 2000 2000 2000 
Dt (time step) 0.' 0, ] 0.' 0. ' 0. ' 
eFL min 0005 
DIS 4 0", 0o, OOS ON 00' 
(4th crd d, ss,;:>a' oon) 
Table 1. Variolls OV£RFLO\V Parameters for the COlllputed Solutions 
Plots of the density L, norm, the pres~ure lift coefficient and pitching moments are 
attached as Appendix E OVERFLOW used the ind ividual wall region area (the viscous 
surface identifi ed in the input file) as the reference area and a unit length for the force and 
momelll coefficient computations. The lift coefficients for the three runs were plotted against 
the wind tunnel data in Figure ]9, The OVERFLOW lift coefficient computation was 
corrected to the wing rcfe ren(.:{~ arca fo r comparisons The 0" and 19,1° reslilts were very 
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close to the published data, however, at f; T there was it difference of 24% in the coefficient 
values. The lift curve s!opes ohhe wind tunnel d~ta a:ld a fitted trend line were within S% 
Cornp~risons of additional flow charaneristics ilrld pre<;sure distributions follow 
Wind Tunnel Lift Coefficient Comparison with CFD Data 
_oe - ­
U 
~ 06 ---?----='-----='- Cl flIPh- ' -W'- <- O- - . <leg.04-3 ",, -­
'3 oA L--..-, CLalpMaCFO (lrend line) "0.041 perdog 
iii 8.7deg-CLCFO:U.28 
C wt . Q~31~_ ______. ___ 
Figure 19 A Comparisol) of Published Wind TUlUwl Data (Ref 11) with the CFD 
Solution 
Zero Degrees A OA 
Solution symmetry WilS first r:heckcd by plotting ~he Mach COlllours at zero 
degrees AOA for it viscous solution. Together with a negligihle lift coefficient the grids were 
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c(\nsider~d \(l b~ of sutlicient {lUillity to COlltlllUC the compllrisons !\gure 20 shows lh~ 
sylllrlletlic M,ICh contours ~nd maximum velocities located over the upper i'lnd lower surfaces 
of the fore body 
FigUI"C 20 t\lach COlltours Over the Wing/Body at OQ AO A 
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S. 7 /)eKrl!e.~ .'l OA 
The L, density nor111 decre,l$ed ovel' two orde r-s oflm~gni :udc and t h~ preSSllre 
lin nwtli ciell\ had s taiJi Ez(~d ancl- 6000 ite l·~tiol1s whic h was an indication ofil co nvelged 
,01\lli 01  ShO\NS tile decreas lIlg L, densi ty norm on a linear-l og gcale The spi kes 
in rlw riMa were so ltl tio :1 r-e5!art points ind icati ng a change in parametel s is lhe 
I) ,\";sure lilt c oeftiGi(~1l1 which is initia lly :-Ju ile oscil latory but. stniJi lizes to a discrete value for 
v"'_",~B""d;... Co """",,, 
"",hoO.J,AOA , ' ,7d", 
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Figul"l" 22 . Pressure Lift CodTicienl for tile Wing/Body at 8 7" AOA 
T he wing/body Mach number contours are displayed in Figure The 
maxilllUIll Mach Ilu lllber of approximately OA occurred over t he wing lead ing edge ncar the 











F\!;;III"C 23 Wing/Body rvh\ch Contours at 8 .7" AOA 
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The $t~tic pressure coeffieient ((1') ilgure from referen~e I I was reproduced 
arld is shown along si de t r ~t of the CFD pres,;un: coefficient output The horizontal lines on 
the ,-erererlce nlot F:gure 2'1a were the locations of the stat ic preS.'ure ports The value of the 
C,. suct ion oc;Jks wt"re attermined by measuring the dis tan ~e from the horizoma l li ll es to the 
applicable Cycu ,ve and comparing it with the Cp scale ranging t'mm 0 to·J The max suction 
j::eak value was approximately - !.5. The singlt" line or. the wing surface labeled 'WV' was the 
1 0~Ht ion of the \\' \ng leading edge wing von~x 
F:guJ'e 24b showed the CFD Cp contours. The maximum ~uctiO:l peak 
fo ll owed the leading edge and identified the location of the Iving vOllex Maximum suction 
was at the leading edge wing root; idemitied by dark g reen, and this had a Cp magnitude of 
approximatel\ - I 5. Note also the smoot h transition of contours between the hody, collar a:-:d 
wing grids 
Visualization orthe leading edge vOliex I,va.> leasible with the FAST particle 
U;Jce uti l ~ ty and IS Fesented in figure 25 The flow was seeded forward of the wing root at 
the fou n h and eighth planes away from the body (magenta and biue panicle trac~s 
re~pectivcly ), The vortex locat ion matched the Cp suction peak profi le 

B. 
Cp Contour V.1111"" 




193 Degrees AOA 
The Mach numher contou [-s at Ihc increased AOA-. displayed in figure 26, 
showed regions of sonic flow at Ihe wing leading edge root whid coincided with the 
maximum s:lction peak and vortex origin The aft half of the leading edge indicated frce­
strea'U velocities (blll<o contou:s) and showed an inboard shift of the Mach number peaks 
when compared with the Mach number contours for the S 7 0 AOA test case 
Tile Cp wntour~ at J 9.3' AOA were similarly compal-ed against the pllblished 
data in figu re 27. The maximum s'.lCtion peak values tel! both plots were approximately -4_0 
and were located at the leading edge root where the flow approached sonic condit ions. Doth 
figures indicated a 20% inboard shift of the leading edge vortex . Once again note the 
smoothness urthe rontour lines over the Illree grid boundaries 
Figure 28 shows the velocity vectors highlighted with Cp values at a plan(' 
do:;e to tile wing tip region The vector density was been n:dured for viewing. A tight vortex 
cou ld be seen about the leading edge where ihe velocity vectors were reversing direction 
The boundary laver shape was evident close to the trailing edge as was the typical wake 
region plofile 
figure 29 i,; a particle Iface identifying the location of lhe voncx and its early 
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rigure 27 ;1. \Vi lld Tunnel C!' Plot (Ref I I). b. Wing/Body CP Contours at 19 .3 (} AOA 
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v. CONCLUSIONS AND RECO:\IMENDA T.!ONS 
The mult i-block CFlJ procedure was e~tab l ished and successHllly applied to a missile 
geometry. The lequiTements oftbe CFD software were established and the inst~Jlation of the 
software on the CRA Y was validat.ed , Both the ell iptic and hyperbolic grid generat;on 
methods were used and evahlated A successful method was developed for creating a collar 
grid around a highly swept thin-wing, A procedure for irr.provlng gl id overlap. by specifying 
coincident plancs at the hole and otlter bOl.llldaries when possible, \\'a~ established. A wing 
C-grid was successfillly bu ilt aIQllnd sharp leading and trailing edgcs and a single point tip 
The CFO res:.l lts were compared to published wind tIlnneJ :neasurements (Ref 11) and arc 
in good agreement with the 11ft and pressl.lre data, vortex formations and subsequent 
development 
Learning the multi -block procedure was l:est achieved by starting with a simple two 
grid overlapping scheme, completing the erD multi -block process flowchart and then 
applying the understood procedUle 10 a more complicated geometry 
QUf:~ti ons often arose during the analysis as to the quality, syrrunetry, etc. , of a given 
grid It was USeful to isolate the single grid and compute a iingk grid solut.ion for comparison 
with the multi-block ~ol ution This ebninated the use ofl{]vIG2PEG, PEGSUS and 11ERGE 
thus min imizing possible sources of error 
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Hyperbolic grids were developed by marching grid planes away from the supplied 
surface grids Smoothing parameters and initial/final grid spacing were available~ however, 
there was l: unimal control over the internal grid point spacing and the outer boundary shape 
The elli ptic grids requ ired the outer boundary shapes be specified. Controls were avai lable 
to specifY grid point dustering, onhogonality and smoothing. Geometries with sharp convex 
or concave surface shapes, such as supersonic airfoils, were best modelled using the elliptic 
grid generator GRlDGEN The hyperbolic grid generator (H YPGEK) worked most 
etfectively on smooth symmetric grid s such as missile bodies and collars 
rhe winglbody geOmetlY required five overlapping grids and a million grid points 
Grid dimensions were dictated by the complexity of the surface geometry. The slender-body 
had concentrated grid points along the fore and aft sections en;;uring a unit aspect ratio at the 
apex and smooth ~tretching ratios. Initial boundary layer grid spacing was dependent on the 
flow-solver turbulent model 
The intersection of the wing and hody was modelled by a collar grid. The collar 
provided the best method of ensuring adequate winglbody overlap. Generating a collar 
suriace grid around a highly swept wing required using the COLLAR routine, to generate the 
inter.;ection line and the body collar surface and GRIDGEN to create the wing collar sUlface 
S6 
The inner Cartesian grid density ensured a smooth transition from the highly dense 
wing;boJy/collar grids to the less dense outer Cartesian free-stream grid . Cartesian grid point 
clustering around the wing tip was ne(.:cssary as the wing C-grid did not cxtcnd beyond the 
up 
The overlapping multi-block approach (Chimera) required the smooth interpolation 
of data at the grid boundaries The ac(;uracy of the solution was directly dependant on the 
quality of the interpolation stencils_ PEGSUS identified regions ref.juiring grid refinement 
through the usc of Orrha!l points The best procedure for ensuring adequate overlap of grid 
boundaries diffcred for the two grid generators. The HYPGEN input file allowed 
specification of sevcral grid parameters Overlap of the oody and collar grids was best 
accomplished by a:>signing similar imtialifinaJ grid spacing, marching distances and smoothing 
fanors GRIDGEN provided specific grid point placement capabilities_ During the grid 
generation, prior knowleJge of the PEGSUS boundaries was used to ensure grid planes oi 
the outer overlapping grid were coincident witk the expected boundary planes oftke inner 
grid Though coincident boundary/plane overlap was not required it did yield the highest 
quality stt:ncil~ and fewer orphan points 
The wing/body CFD solutions were computed and (.:ompared to the experimental 
data (Ref 11 ). The thin-layer Kavier-Stokes solution was used at low angles of attack (0° 
and 8.7°) when minimt!m separation was present At higher incidence angles the vis(';ous 
tenns in all the directions were included The CFD lift coefficient data agrees with 
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the experimental results at 0" and 19.7" and was within 25% at 870 The lift curve slopes 
were within 5% when a trend li ne was passed through the CI'D data, More CFD information 
at vruious AOAs is required to better define the lift curve characteristics. The locations and 
magnitudes of the wing suction peaks compared favorab ly. As the AOA was increased the 
C1, chordwise 'l1itximum suction values moved inboard from the leading edge. The location 
of the leading edge vortex followed the maximum Cp movement 
The winglbody grid sdllcme, software and multi-block procedure has been validated 
A;l excelknt project continuation would involve incorporating a canard and the computation 
of the close-coupling effecb of reference 11. The canard would be a scaled version of/he 
delta-wing and would entail similar grid requirements_ A collar grid would be necessary, The 
reduced span of the canard would reduce the grid skew efiects experienced during generation 
of the wing/body collar. It is likely that the entire collar could be generated with the 
COLLAR routine as opposed to the established GRlDGEN-COLLAR approach 
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APPENDIX E Ll ?\TORM, C~ & CM PLOTS 
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Clp lor4 wall region s 
Vi $COUS Boundary Conditions 
Mach _ 0.3 , ADA. 0 dog 
- "Grid 1, Wal11 Body 
Grid 2, Wal11 Wing 
- - Gild 3, Wa l11 Collar(Bdy) 
-Grld3,WaI12 Collar(Wng)'r 
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CM 10.4 wall r09ions 
""",eo"", :~, ~ •Mach _ 0 .3 Aary Conditions 




, - - - - - ­
r~-cO'7a' J ~-----GridJ , i/ ;;,,: 

go 0 Grid5 QutBox ",""' '""":~~ :~~';~""- ,,.,.· '" ,,, Mach .. O.3, 
~~=~~/~"'OO Iterations 150 

'" 
Clpiof4 wa ll '''gio", 
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eM !or4 wa ll re gions 
Visco,," Boundary Cond ilion. 
Mach =0.3, AOA . 6 .7 deg 
~--Grid 1,Walil Body 
Grid2,Walil - Wing 
.--:I
- - Grid 3.W alll . Collar(Bdy) 
- - Grid 3, Wal12 - Collar(Wng) 
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I 





,! 10 '" 
3" 
- - Grin 1 - Bony 
- - Grid2 - Wing 
10-" Vi scous Boundary Cond i!ions 
Mach ~ 0 .3 , AOA ~ 8.7 deg 
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Clp for 4 wa ll rcgio~s 
" I J 







0:-[1'1\/' \V/\V:"Y~,~': ~:~-'~d~--- ---- -'J 
'J, Ord2 Wall I Wing j Gr d 3 Wa l11 Co ll ar(ad~) 
- G"d 3 Wall 2. Col lar(Wn9) 
.1.5 1 I I 
o 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 
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CM lor4 wali regiorl . 
Vi sc~~s floundary Cond ition. 
- - r.ridl,Wall l Body 
Grid 2,Wa il l W ing 
- - Grid3,Wail l Co lla r(Bdy) 
- Grid 3, Wal12 Cnllar(Wng) 200~O =- · ============~--~--J--~~=-~~=-=-
9 J 
Viscous Boundary Condilions 
Ma"h ~ 0.3, AOA ~ 19 . 3 dog 
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